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1. Managing Fire Safety Checklist

MANAGING FIRE SAFETY
A management commitment to fire safety is essential to assist with achieving suitable fire
safety standards in schools and in the maintenance of a staff culture of fire safety.
The below checklist is used annually to ensure that the school has each policy/plan in place

NO

YES NOTES

FIRE SAFETY POLICY

X

FIRE AND EMERGENCY EVACUATION PLAN

X

ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES DURING EVACUATION

X

HOT WORK/WORK PERMIT

X

Part of Safety Statement

FIRE SAFETY INFORMATION AND TRAINING

X

All training listed in Appendix 1

FIRE DRILLS

X

FIRE PREVENTION

X

All Fire Prevention and Safety Measures currently
being reviewed as part of DES/WBS Remediation
Programme. Fire Remediation works are ongoing
(April 2020)
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2.

Coláiste De Lacy Fire Safety Policy

Adherence to Responsibilities under the Fire Services Act 1981 and 2003
Coláiste De Lacy recognises that it shall be the duty of every person having control over the
school premises to take all reasonable measures to guard against the outbreak of fire on the
premises. Coláiste De Lacy will ensure as far as is reasonably practicable the safety of persons
and students on the premises in the event of an outbreak of fire.

Adherence to Responsibilities under the Child Care Act 1991
Coláiste De Lacy shall keep a record (Fire Register) of any fire drill that takes place on the
premises and also the number, type and maintenance record of firefighting equipment and
smoke alarms on the premises. This record needs to be available for inspection by a
parent/guardian, employee or authorized person. Records shall be kept in accordance with
LMETB Records Retention Policy.

Adherence to Responsibilities under the Safety Health and Welfare at Work Act 2005
Coláiste De Lacy shall provide/put in place the necessary measures to be taken appropriate to
the place of work for first aid, firefighting and the evacuation of students, employees and any
other individual present. The school shall arrange any necessary contacts with the appropriate
emergency services, in particular with regard to first aid, emergency medical care, rescue work
and fire-fighting.
The school leadership shall designate employees who are required to implement those plans,
procedures and measures and ensure that the number of those employees, their training and
the equipment available to them are adequate.
The school shall carry out regular Fire Risk Assessments (at least once per year) and implement
findings and recommendations.

Obligations
Coláiste De Lacy shall adopt a systematic approach which identifies priorities and objectives
with respect to planning. The school will have a structure with the aim of ensuring
improvement in fire safety performance and place an emphasis on fire prevention. Coláiste De
Lacy will ensure decisions for achieving fire safety are implemented. The Principal (Janice Uí
Bheoláin) has overall responsibility to manage fire safety within the school.
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3. Fire and Emergency Evacuation Plan
It is the responsibility of the school leadership team to have in place both a Fire and Emergency

Evacuation Plan (FEEP) and arrangements to implement the plan. The evacuation of all persons,
including disabled persons, is a school leadership responsibility which cannot be delegated to the Fire
and Rescue Service.
3.1

The Purpose of the FEEP is as follows:

 To ensure that the people on the premises know what to do if there is a fire
 To identify the specific roles and responsibilities carried out by personnel during an
evacuation of the school
 To ensure that appropriate action is taken in the event of a fire and that the premises can
be evacuated
 To ensure that all staff react in a predetermined and regulated manner under emergency
conditions
 To comply with safety legislation
 To make maximum use of the school’s resources to contain and bring an emergency under
control
3.2

Scope & Associated Policies

This FEEP outlines the procedures for personnel with direct involvement in the control and
administration of an evacuation on the site of Coláiste De Lacy. It applies to all members of the school
community and visitors to the school. As with all school policies, this policy does not operate
independently but rather is supported by and associated with many other school policies including
the school Safety Statement & Risk Assessments, the CDL Code of Conduct, LMETB Suspension and
Exclusion Policy and the Child Safeguarding Statement & Risk Assessment. The list is not exhaustive.
This policy and plan must be read in conjunction with the school Safety Statement.

3.3

Fire Safety Measures/Resources

IMPORTANT INFORMATION! – PLEASE NOTE:


Fire doors in the Coláiste De Lacy school building are identifiable by a blue circular badge with
‘’Fire Door. Keep shut’’ printed on it. The double Fire doors (on the corridor) shut automatically
when the fire alarm goes off. Fire doors are located along the length of corridors (purple/blue
colour) and in some specialist/practical rooms in Coláiste De Lacy (green colour).
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The emergency lights system is part of the overall lighting system and each corridor is well
served by emergency lights. There are a few different types of emergency lighting in
Coláiste De Lacy. The main type is identifiable by illuminated signs (see below) mounted
on the ceilings in the corridors, stair wells and near exit doors.



Directional Emergency Exit Signage located at various points of the building assists
occupants with their escape. This signage is identifiable by white symbols (arrows and
running person) on a green background.



On escape, occupants must gather at the designated assembly points located on the
Basket Ball courts located on the north east side of the school grounds.
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The Fire and Emergency Assembly points are recognisable by the following images:

Fire Extinguishers – Suitability


It is important to be aware of the suitability of fire extinguishers to a specific fire type. For
example, the incorrect use of water or foam fire extinguishers on electrical fires, could
result in electrocution.



Employees should only attempt to use a fire extinguisher if the exit is clear



Employees should only attempt to use a fire extinguisher if they have been formally
trained to do so, or have a good understanding of the categories of fire extinguisher
and feel confident in their ability to do so. Fire warden training provides guidance on
extinguishers. All staff should register their interest in completing fire warden training with
the Principal



The suitability and selection of fire and emergency equipment for the building will be
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made in consultation with a competent fire consultant/advisor/company. The details of
the service provider will be displayed on the canister along with the service history.
Canisters must not be removed from their designated bracket, and canister information
displayed above.


Never direct water at any electrical installation.



Please see image below:
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3.4 Escape Routes
All students and staff must familiarise themselves with the following as soon as possible with
the general layout of premises. Simple labelled diagrams of the campus and school building
are provided at induction and are available in the staff One Note handbook Basic floor plans
of the school building are also published in the student dialann each year.
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3.5 Fire and Emergency Evacuation Procedures
For the purpose of this FEEP, two separate procedures are described: firstly, the procedures in
the event of the fire alarm being activated (whether a drill or real life event…. described below)
and secondly, the procedures in the event of the discovery of a fire/suspected fire (as
described in Section 3.6)



Staff and students should follow the procedure in place for safely evacuating from the
school building. All staff, whether scheduled for lessons at the time or not, will assist with
the immediate evacuation of the school buildings



Open the nearest emergency exit in your vicinity and direct people towards the exit. Try
to keep calm and WALK briskly (do not run or encourage others to run!) to the nearest
exit and Assembly Point



Do not use the lift



All staff should ensure that students exit swiftly and in silence. They should also ensure
that students descend stairs in pairs only



Do NOT delay to pick up personal belongings, nor try to re-enter the building for any
items. This could hinder evacuation of the building and put not only a person’s own life
in danger but also the lives of others



Doors should always be closed on leaving a room to help restrict the spread of heat and
smoke



In the absence of Fire Wardens, and only if it is safe to do so, ensure all areas (i.e. toilets,
offices etc...) are quickly scanned for occupants as you make your way along the corridor
to the exit, i.e. visually sweep the zone of the building you are in as you exit



Obey the instructions of the Fire Wardens and the Emergency Services on site



Stay at the assigned space in the assembly point, encourage others to avoid obstructing
the safe means of passage for access by the emergency services.



DO NOT OBSTRUCT SAFE MEANS OF PASSAGE BY CONGREGATING NEAR EXITS
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The school administration will bring the fire register clipboards for each class group to the
assembly point and place each clipboard inside the relevant box for each year group



The school administration will also bring the Visitors Book and the Sign-in/Sign-Out books
in reception



All staff must comply with any roll call / head check to establish that all persons are
identified and present



Each Year Head immediately collects the Fire Register clipboards for their year group from
the relevant box and distributes to their team of Cláritheoirí (attendance registrars….one
per class)



Cláritheoirí (attendance registrars) immediately call the roll for each class group (starting
at the back of the line and only marking those absent) and report any missing students to
the Year Head (located at the front of the class lines for the relevant year group).
Cláritheoirí should double check all roll calls. Each Cláritheoir then holds up a visual sign
(see below…. green side for no issues, red side if any issue/concern at all) to indicate if all
students are accounted for or not



Year Heads ensure that the relevant year group are compliant with expectations and
directly report any issues to the Principal/Deputy Principal or a designated nominee



Assistant Principal 1 staff (who are not year heads) will ensure that all staff are accounted
for by checking the fire register for staff and directing queries to the Deputy Principal who
has the greatest overview of the school calendar of events and staff absences on a daily
basis



Any teaching staff who are not designated Cláitheoirí, should congregate in front of the
boxes on the fence in the courts. If a Cláritheoir is absent, then a Year Head will ask a nonCláritheoir member of teaching staff to stand in and call a roll for a class group instead



All SNA’s assigned to the Solas Centre should stay with their assigned students but make
themselves clearly known to the Assistant Principal 1 checking for all staff present/absent



Any persons suspected to be missing must be reported to the Fire Wardens and
emergency services immediately



Remember! Stay at the assembly point and follow instructions from the emergency
services/management/fire wardens. Do NOT re-enter the building until authorised to do
so by the emergency services/ Principal.
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A copy of the procedure for students as published in the school dialann is
shown below

Emergency Evacuation Procedure
The Emergency Evacuation Procedure is notified by a siren which will remain sounding during the procedure.
ON HEARING THE EMERGENCY EVACUATION SIREN:
 Orders will be given by members of staff and it is extremely important that students remain absolutely silent
so that they can clearly hear the instructions given
 Students should leave the room calmly and quietly in single file on the instruction of their múinteoir
 Students should leave all bags and property behind. The safe and smooth exit of people is the most important
thing
 Everyone should exit the school building through the nearest exit and proceed to the designated assembly
point
 Students must remain silent throughout the whole procedure
 Múinteoirí should accompany the students to the designated assembly point and line the students up in their
ranganna
 The rúnaí (or another member of staff) will bring the lists of students in each rang out to the designated
assembly point
 A member of staff will call a roll call for each rang in order to account for each student
 Another member of staff will account for the presence of each staff member
 Everyone must remain in their lines at the designated assembly point until the Caretaker or Príomhoide give
the all clear to re-enter the building
 Under no circumstances should anyone re-enter the building without clear instruction to do so
 Quiet, calm and order is to be observed during the emergency evacuation
 Since the safety of everyone is the most important issue, students must be on their absolute best behaviour
during the whole procedure
 Any disruption of the emergency evacuation procedure will be viewed as a very serious infraction of school
rules and will be dealt with as such
 Once the all clear is given, all staff will accompany the students back into the building in single file (line by
line)
At all times:
DO NOT run
DO NOT laugh, talk or make noise
DO NOT attempt to pass others
DO NOT return for anything you have forgotten
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3.6 Procedure in the Event of Discovering a Fire/Suspected Fire

 Shout ‘’FIRE’’ as loud as you can to alert others
 Leave the area and close doors
 Press the nearest ‘’break glass unit’’ that you can safely reach

 ONLY USE THE CORRECT FIRE EXTINGUISHER IF:
o The fire is small
o Your exit is clear
o You know and have the correct type of fire extinguisher to use
o And you are trainied to do so
 Close doors behind you as you leave to help restrict the spread of heat and smoke
 DO NOT USE LIFTS
 Follow the Fire and Emergency Evacuation Procedure as described above
 Proceed to your assembly point and inform the Chief Fire Warden (Principal) of what
happened.
The following staff have received Fire Warden training and therefore are trained to select and use a fire
extinguisher if IT IS SAFE TO DO SO:
Name

Date of
Training

Janice Uí Bheoláin (Chief Fire Warden)

09/02/2018

Barry O’Higgins (Deputy Chief Fire Warden)

09/02/2018
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Brian Heavey (Caretaker)

09/02/2018

Blaithín Ó ’Eochaidh (School Administration)

09/02/2018

Conor Brennan (AP1)

09/02/2018

Angela Guinan (AP1 & Yr Head)

09/02/2018

Stephanie Spillane (AP1)

09/02/2018

Gareth Hall (AP1 & Yr Head)

09/02/2018

Niamh Murray (AP2 & Yr Head)

09/02/2018

Fiona Madden (AP2 & Yr Head)

09/02/2018

Emma Daly (AP2 & Yr Head)

09/02/2018

David Maguire

09/02/2018

Della Mannion

09/02/2018

Eileen Corcoran

09/02/2018

Niamh Rooney

09/02/2018

Roisín Whelan

09/02/2018

Rowan Gillick

09/02/2018

Sylvia Daly

09/02/2018

TJ Freney

09/02/2018

Yvonne Cunningham

09/02/2018
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3.7 Checking the Fire Control Panel
On hearing the Fire Alarm, the Principal, Deputy Principal and Caretaker proceed to the Fire Control
Panel located in reception. The first person to arrive will check the panel to identify the cause and the
location of the activation, e.g. break glass unit, ground floor, Solas Centre.
The Principal, Deputy Principal and Caretaker then commence a ‘sweep’ of their allocated zones. Either
the Principal, Caretaker of Deputy Principal will press another break glass unit nearest to a
fire/suspected fire, should one be discovered.
The Principal, Deputy Principal and Caretaker will check doors for heat using the back of their hands
as they sweep their respective zones. This will be the second sweep of each area, as the teachers will
have swept as they exited the building with their students.
The Principal, Deputy Principal and Caretaker immediately liaise upon arrival at the assembly point in
order to communicate if a fire/suspected fire was discovered, the location of the fire/suspected fire,
the time it has taken to evacuate/clear the building and if there were any other issues on sweeping
the building. If necessary, the Principal will call the emergency services by mobile phone.
In the event of a planned fire drill, the Caretaker will contact the alarm monitoring company in order
to inform them of an impending alarm activation so that they do not respond.

3.8 Assembly Points

The assembly point for evacuation is the basketball court located on the north-east site of the site
(directly behind Ashbourne Community National School).
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At the start of each year, a whole school training session takes place regarding evacuation procedures.
Students are shown where their class group should line up on the basketball courts. Staff are assigned
roles and respoinsibilities. See below for location of each year group on the baskball court.
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3.9 Accounting for Personnel
Roll calls/registers are taken each morning during Clann Time (08:45 – 08:57am) and also during
Period 1 (09:00 – 10:00am). The school administration print off fire registers after Clann Time and
record the names of the students who sign in late in a ‘’Sign-In’’ book and also on the school
management system.
The hard copies of the Fire Register hard are inserted into the blue Fire Register clipboards in
reception. These clipboards are arranged in class order and are highly visible and accessible. There is
also a single red Fire Register clipboard with the other Fire Register clipboards that contains the list
of staff/PME students and a weekly schedule for when various class groups are at PE in DonaghmoreAshbourne GAA. Each Fire Register clipboard also contains a double sided visual sign (as shown below)
which is used to indicate quickly and clearly that a staff member wishes to report an issue/concern.

Upon the sounding of the fire alarm, the school administration gathers all of the Fire Register
clipboards (blue & red), along with the Visitors Book and the Sign-in/Sign-Out books in reception
The school administration will bring the fire register clipboards for each class group to the assembly
point and place each clipboard inside the relevant box for each year group. These boxes are mounted
on the internal fence of the basketball courts so that they are easily accessible. They are also shallow
so that it is evident if any Fire Register clipboards have not been collected.
Each Year Head immediately collects the Fire Register clipboards for their year group from the
relevant box and distributes to their team of Cláritheoirí (attendance registrars….one per class).
The Cláritheoirí (attendance registrars) immediately call the roll for each class group (starting at the
back of the line and only marking those absent) and report any missing students to the Year Head
(located at the front of the class lines for the relevant year group). Cláritheoirí should double check
all roll calls.
Each Cláritheoir then holds up a visual sign (see below…..green side for no issues, red side if any
issue/concern at all) to indicate if all students are accounted for or not
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Year Heads ensure that the relevant year group are compliant with expectations and directly report
any issues to the Principal/Deputy Principal or a designated nominee
Assistant Principal 1 staff (who are not year heads) will ensure that all staff are accounted for by
checking the fire register for staff (red clipboard) and directing queries to the Deputy Principal who
has the greatest overview of the school calendar of events and staff absences on a daily basis
Any teaching staff who are not designated Cláitheoirí, should congregate in front of the boxes on the
fence in the courts. If a Cláritheoir is absent, then a Year Head will ask a non-Cláritheoir member of
teaching staff to stand in and call a roll for a class group instead.

3.10 Staff with Specific Responsibilities during an Evacuation
The following staff have specific responsibilities during an evacuation of the school building:
Principal/Chief Fire Check Fire Control Panel in the event of an alarm activation
Warden

Validate alarm
Sweep ground floor (West) of the building on way out to assembly point
Remain at allocated space and visible at assembly point so that other
staff can report to her if necessary
Liaise with Caretaker and Deputy Principal on arrival at assembly point
and communicate clearly any issues/concerns
Record timings of drills (if possible)
Has overall responsibility for emergency evacuation and aftermath
Call the Emergency Services if necessary
Liaise with Emergency Services and provides information about nature
of incident, location, access/egress, hazards, and details of persons
unaccounted for…etc.
Ensure that all staff and students collaborate and comply with
procedures
Request information from Deputy Principal, Fire Wardens, Caretaker,
School Administration, Year Heads, teachers, SNA’s, students, as
necessary
Co-ordinate all emergency resources i.e. Fire Brigade, Ambulance, Garda
Siochana…etc.
Liaise with other Principals on the campus (if necessary and appropriate)
so that a co-ordinated/complimentary response can occur
Direct an individual to address the alarm (silence, disable, enable, reset)
as warranted
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At the conclusion of the evacuation, alert personnel how to proceed
(with direction from the emergency services if necessary), e.g. re-enter
the building, move to one of the primary schools or to DonaghmoreAshbourne GAA…etc.
Collaborate with Deputy Principal to decide upon contingency
arrangements if it is not possible to re-enter building
Decide the wording of communications sent to bus drivers and
parents/guardians. Communicate this clearly to school administration
and give instruction regarding contacting parents/guardians
Deputy

Principal Deputises for the Principal in her absence

/Deputy Chief Fire Check Fire Control Panel in the event of an alarm activation
Warden

Validate alarm in collaboration with Principal
Sweep first floor (West) of the building on way out to assembly point
Liaise with Principal and Caretaker on arrival at assembly point and
communicate clearly any issues/concerns
Remain at allocated space and visible at assembly point so that other
staff can report to him if necessary
Ensure that all Year Heads report issues or concerns and reports this
information in turn to the Principal
Informs that Assistant Principal in charge or checking Fire Register for
staff of staff absences and other school events/activities
Ensure good order of staff and students at assembly point
Collaborate with Principal to decide upon contingency arrangements if
it is not possible to re-enter building

Caretaker

Check Fire Control Panel in the event of an alarm activation
Validate alarm in collaboration with Principal
Sweep ground and first floor (East) of the building on way out to
assembly point
Liaise with Principal and Deputy Principal on arrival at assembly point
and communicate clearly any issues/concerns
Address the alarm (silence, disable, enable, reset) as instructed by
Principal
Provide information to the emergency services as directed by Principal

School

Print and file fire registers in correct Fire Register clipboards

Administration

Bring Fire Register clipboards, Visitors book and Sign-In book to
assembly point
Place Fire Registers in correct box for each year group
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Hand Staff Fire Register (red clipboard) to Assistant Principal with
responsibility for checking all staff are accounted for
Remain at allocated space and visible at assembly point so that Principal
can request information if necessary
Contact Bus Drivers with school mobile phone if an alternative collection
point is designated
Send text message to parents/guardians to communicate the
occurrence of an incident and to arrange for the safe collection of
students
Assistant Principals

Follow Fire & Emergency Evacuation Procedure (including sweeping the
zone of the building that they exited from)
Deputise for Year Head if requested
Collect Fire Register for Staff (red clipboard) from school administration
and account for all staff
Liaise with Deputy Principal in order to check regarding staff absences
and school events/activities
Ensure good order of students
Assist the Principal and Deputy Principal in the operation of the
evacuation (as requested)
Follow the direction of the Principal in the event that the re-entry to the
building is not possible

Year Heads

Follow Fire & Emergency Evacuation Procedure (including sweeping the
zone of the building that they exited from)
Collect fire registers for year group upon arrival at assembly point
Ensure good order of students (straight lines in alphabetical order, stand
in silence)
Ensure that all Cláritheoir check lists twice and hold sign up high to
indicate if there are any issues or not
Assist Cláritheoir if there is an issue, e.g. check with school
administration to see if a student was signed out or is actually
unaccounted for
Report to Deputy Principal any issues that occur
Maintain year group at assembly point
Follow the direction of the Principal in the event that the re-entry to the
building is not possible
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Cláritheoir

Follow Fire & Emergency Evacuation Procedure (including sweeping the
zone of the building that they exited from)
Collect fire registers from Year Head upon arrival at assembly point
Ensure good order of students (straight lines in alphabetical order, stand
in silence)
Call roll for class group, starting at the back and only marking absences
Double check roll
Indicate if there are no issues by holding the Green Sign aloft
Alternatively, indicate if there are any issues/concerns at all by holding
the Red Cross sign aloft
Report issues to Year Head who will inform Deputy Principal
Assist the Year Head in maintaining good order
Follow the direction of the Principal in the event that the re-entry to the
building is not possible

All other teaching Follow Fire & Emergency Evacuation Procedure (including sweeping the
staff

zone of the building that they exited from)
Deputise for a Cláritheoir if requested by a Year Head
Remain at the designated space at the assembly point in case they are
needed to assist
Follow the direction of the Principal in the event that the re-entry to the
building is not possible

Special
Assistants

Needs Follow Fire & Emergency Evacuation Procedure (including sweeping the
zone of the building that they exited from)
Assist students to exit building and to line up correctly so that they can
be accounted for at assembly point
Reassure and support students who may be very anxious on hearing the
fire alarm
Assist students as required to exit the building swiftly and move to
assembly point
Ensure that they make their presence known to the Assistant Principal
with responsibility for checking the Staff Fire Register
Remain at the designated space at the assembly point in case they are
needed to assist
Follow the direction of the Principal in the event that the re-entry to the
building is not possible

3.11 Fire Brigade Contact & Liaison
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Do not assume someone else has made the call (by mobile phone). Generally the Principal will
make the call to the Fire Brigade but if in doubt, call!



DIAL112 OR 999 ASK THE OPERATOR FOR THE FIRE BRIGADE



Speak in a clear calm voice and give the nature of the emergency, e.g. Fire



Give the name and location of the school, Eircode (A84 TW90) if possible, the nearest
landmark or road and any other information necessary. For example; Coláiste De Lacy
Post-Primary school, at the back of the new education campus beside DonaghmoreAshbourne GAA. See below for sample directions:



If possible give the operator a mobile phone contact number so they can call you back
away, to confirm details without putting yourself in danger



The Principal will direct a member of staff to the campus drive in order to direct the
Emergency Service personnel to the assembly point



The Principal will liaise with the Emergency Services when they arrive and provide them
with the following information:

- Exact location of the incident
- Type of incident
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- Hazards on site
- Access/Egress routes
- Numbers involved
- Details of anyone unaccounted for (as known)
- Other information as requested.

3.12 Re-Entering the Building
All staff, students and visitors must wait at the assembly point until instructed that it is safe to
re-enter the school building. If the Emergency Services have been called, then the Senior Fire
Service Officer is responsible for giving the permission for re-entry to the building. The
Principal will communicate to the school community if and when they can re-enter the
building.

3.13 Contingencies If Not Re-Entering the Building
The Principal and Deputy Principal will decide on what contingency arrangements are to be
implemented in the event that permission is not given by the Senior Fire Officer or An Garda
Siochana to re-enter the building. Consideration will be given to the weather, time of year,
capacity for students to be collected, safe egress from the campus….etc. Options available to
Coláiste De Lacy include relocating students to one or more primary schools on the campus
so that they can be safely collected by parents/guardians. Alternatively, the Principal will
contact Donaghmore-Ashbourne GAA Club to relocate students to their premises and to
arrange for the safe collection by parents/guardians and buses.
The Principal and Deputy Principal will collaborate on the wording and distribution of all
communications to parents/guardians, bus drivers and others.
The Principal will communicate the contingency arrangements decided upon to the Assistant
Principals and SNA’s. If conditions allow, the Principal will address the whole school.

Note regarding Campus: In the event that a Critical Incident occurs on the Ashbourne
Education Campus common grounds, drive way or approach road, then the Principals of the
four Campus schools (Coláiste De Lacy, Gaelscoil Na Mí, Ashbourne Community National
School, and Ashbourne Educate Together National School) will meet first to discuss the impact
on and the response from each of the individual schools and on the collective campus
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community. Each Principal will then follow the CIMP of their own individual school as
appropriate. The purpose of the first campus meeting is to establish what has occurred, who
is affected and to plan a co-ordinated response (if necessary). A co-ordinated approach may
be necessary (depending on the type of Critical Incident). For example: in the event of a road
traffic accident or a serious injury/death on the campus, then a co-ordinated response would
be necessary. Following this meeting, the Principal of each school will then implement their
own schools CIMP in a co-ordinated way. Regular communication and co-ordination between
the schools on campus will be through the Principals.

4. FIRE DRILLS
A Fire Drill is a method of practicing how a building would be evacuated in the event of a fire
or other emergencies. In most cases, the building's existing fire alarm system is activated and
the building is evacuated by means of the nearest available exit as if an emergency had
actually occurred. The school leadership team plan Fire Drills in advance taking account of the
weather and school events/activities. The Caretaker notifies the alarm monitoring and
response company in advance of a drill. The number of staff informed of fire drills in advance
is kept to a minimum.
The purpose of Fire Drills is as follows:
 to check that staff understand the Fire and Emergency Evacuation Plan and procedures
(including all relevant emergency egress plans)
 to ensure that staff are familiar with the operation of the Fire and Emergency

Evacuation Plan and procedures
 to evaluate the effectiveness of the plan
 to identify any weaknesses in the evacuation strategy
 to rehearse and improve on the plan.
The Fire Drill is timed by the Principal, Deputy Principal and the Caretaker. Times takes to clear
the building and to account for all persons are recorded in the Fire Register (red book).
Coláiste De Lacy is committed to performing at least 2 Fire Drills per year (at least one planned
and one unannounced). These Fire Drills will be documented in the Fire and Emergency

General Register (red book) and retained as per LMETB’s Records Retention Schedule. The
school has worked with AFEC (Ahearne Fire Engineering Consultants) since the remediation
works for Phase 1 were announced in October 2018 to evaluate and improve fire evacuation
plans and drill times. The school continually seeks to improve on previous drills. All fire drills
(planned) are evaluated in consultation with staff and learning shared with staff and students.
The FEEP is tweaked frequently following fire drills.
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5. FIRE SAFETY MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE

Coláiste De Lacy Fire Management Structure
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Coláiste De Lacy recognises the necessity to have an appropriate number of Fire Wardens in place to
adequately assist with the safe evacuation of all occupants from the premises. Coláiste De Lacy is also
aware of its legal obligation to provide training for all staff in Fire Safety.
All staff training is detailed in Appendix 1.
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5.1

Fire Wardens

Coláiste De Lacy recognises the necessity to have an appropriate number of Fire Wardens in place to
adequately assist with the safe evacuation of all occupants from the premises. All Fire Wardens will
receive appropriate training on an annual basis which will enable them to discharge their specific
responsibility. Training will be provided in accordance with the OGP Framework.

The Fire Wardens for Coláiste De Lacy are:
Name

Date of
Training

Janice Uí Bheoláin (Chief Fire Warden)

09/02/2018

Barry O’Higgins (Deputy Chief Fire Warden)

09/02/2018

Brian Heavey (Caretaker)

09/02/2018

Blaithín Ó ’Eochaidh (School Administration)

09/02/2018

Conor Brennan (AP1 & Yr Head)

09/02/2018

Angela Guinan (AP1)

09/02/2018

Stephanie Spillane (AP1)

09/02/2018

Gareth Hall (AP1 & Yr Head)

09/02/2018

Niamh Murray (AP2 & Yr Head)

09/02/2018

Fiona Madden (AP2 & Yr Head)

09/02/2018

Emma Daly (AP2 & Yr Head)

09/02/2018

David Maguire

09/02/2018

Della Mannion

09/02/2018

Eileen Corcoran

09/02/2018

Niamh Rooney

09/02/2018

Roisín Whelan

09/02/2018

Rowan Gillick

09/02/2018
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Sylvia Daly

09/02/2018

TJ Freney

09/02/2018

Yvonne Cunningham

09/02/2018

The list of Fire Wardens is also available in the staff room and at reception. The above Fire
Wardens will be given adequate Fire Warden Training through the provisions available on
Office of Government Procurement (OGP) Health and Safety Framework.

Duties of the Fire Wardens:


Identify possible fire hazards in the school building



Assist in the fire risk assessment process



Understand that fires can occur and how fire and smoke can spread



Identify the correct type of fire equipment for the class of fire



Identify the fire safety equipment e.g. fire alarm, detectors, emergency lighting and
firefighting equipment



Ensure that the fire equipment is inspected and maintained as frequently as necessary



Advise staff in measures to reduce the risk of fire occurring and on the action to take in
the event of an emergency



Assisting the school leadership in the development and implementation of the Fire and
Evacuation Emergency Plan for the building to include consideration for any persons
within the building with mobility issues, disabilities or visual impairment. (referring to the
guidance given by the N.D.A) (see below)



In consultation with school leadership team, the scheduling and conducting of Fire Drills
which will occur at least 2 times per year. One drill to be unannounced to ascertain the
responsiveness of staff and students in an emergency situation, and the adequacy of the
designated assembly points



Ensuring records are kept of the Fire Drill in the General Fire and Safety Register



Day to day Fire Safety awareness and assistance around the building, ensuring any
noticeable fire hazards, obstructions to Fire doors, fire-fighting or detection equipment
and general defects are removed and/or reported to the caretaker or the Principal for
immediate attention.
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Accommodations for Persons with Disabilites:
Coláiste De Lacy has a double Autism Unit called the Solas Centre that comprises two special
classes (maximum six students in each class) for students with Autistic Spectrum Disorders and
Mild-Moderate learning difficulties. There are two ASD Co-ordinators and three SNAs attached
to the Solas Centre at present. Other teachers provide support in the Solas Centre and also in
mainstream lessons.
At present, Coláiste De Lacy does not have any students with ongoing mobility issues, however,
the school will refer to the ‘’Safe Evacuation for All – A Planning and Management Guide’’ by
the National Disability Association (2011) and any other relevant legislation/guidance
provided by LMETB.
The difficulties that disabled persons may have in escaping and associated special evacuation
arrangements need to be planned. Where staff may require to physically move or assist
persons during an evacuation, they should receive training on the method of achieving this
and should be familiar with the use of any evacuation aids or equipment provided for this
purpose. Written instructions should be concise, comprehensible and relevant and should be
reviewed and updated as new working practices and changes are introduced.
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6.FIRE PREVENTION
Louth and Meath Education and Training Board (LMETB) and Coláiste De Lacy recognises
the serious potential damage and harm that fire can cause and acknowledges its duty of
care as the owner/occupier of Coláiste De Lacy under the Fire Services Acts 1981 & 2003,
to provide and maintain appropriate fire-fighting and detection equipment, to provide and
practice a safe means of evacuation for all occupants of the premises.
Coláiste De Lacy will do this by:


Ensuring emergency exits, fire doors, emergency lighting, assembly points and
equipment such as fire extinguishers are kept clear of obstruction and easily
accessible at all times



Ensuring staff are aware of their obligations to report defects immediately for
maintenance



Ensuring sufficient fire-fighting and detection equipment is supplied and maintained
throughout the premises in accordance with fire regulations. Records will be kept of
the servicing in Coláiste De Lacy’s Fire and General Register, and retained in line with
LMETB’s Records Retention Guide



Ensuring that staff are aware that they should only ever use and remove Fire-fighting
extinguishers from their original brackets for use in emergencies only. The use of fire
extinguishers for means other than fire-fighting is prohibited – e.g. using the canister
as a doorstopper! Staff should only ever use fire extinguishers if they have received
appropriate training



Ensuring that Students and Employees are aware of the dangers of tampering with Firefighting and detection equipment, and a no tolerance approach enforced to prevent
the misuse of such items which could potentially result in endangering the lives of staff
and students



Ensuring competent electricians maintain and service electrics. Fuel tanks and boiler
rooms are serviced by professionals. Electric panels, boiler rooms and fuel tank areas
are kept clear of combustible and highly flammable items



Ensuring good housekeeping and storage. All reasonable provision will be made to
reduce the possibility of fires occurring due to accidental ignition. Control of
combustible materials should be achieved by attention to good housekeeping
principles. This can reduce the likelihood of fire. Some guidance on how this can be
achieved is outlined in the graphic below.
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(Source: AFEC)

In addition, all employees must familiarise themselves with the following as soon as possible
with:


the general layout of the school premises. Simple labelled diagrams of the campus and
school building are provided at induction and are available in the staff One Note
handbook



The location and operation of firefighting/fire detection equipment such as fire
extinguishers, hoses and break glass units where fitted



The location and operation of emergency exits



The correct action to be taken on hearing the fire alarm sound.

Employees should observe in addition to above, the following rules to reduce the

likelihood and possible consequences of fire:


In accordance with Section 47 of the Public Health (Tobacco) Act 2002 (as
amended), there is a strict no smoking policy in Coláiste De Lacy. Any employee
found smoking within the campus will be subject to disciplinary proceedings



Ensure that emergency exits and emergency equipment and lighting are never
blocked or obstructed and are fit for use at all times
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Ensure that all fire/emergency doors are never fixed in an open position unless
they are automatic



Ensure that any faults in electrical equipment, gas, appliances or any emergency
equipment is reported immediately to the PRINCIPAL/caretaker



No work should be completed involving any fire hazard without permission of
management and assessment of the risks prior to work commencing



All electrical items should be operated in accordance with manufacturers
recommendations



Any smoldering material should be appropriately extinguished prior to disposal.
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7.

MAINTENANCE OF FIRE SAFETY MEASURES

The school building, escape routes and exits, fire-fighting equipment, emergency lighting, Fire and
Rescue facilities and other fire safety measures should be kept in efficient working order and covered
by a suitable system of maintenance. There should be regular checks, periodic servicing (as outlined
below), and maintenance of any defects put right as quickly as possible. Some systems and equipment
will be the subject of an Irish or British standard which will likely contain recommendation in respect
of maintenance and testing.

Some useful templates for guiding and recording the maintenance of Fire Safety Measures are
provided by AFEC below:
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8. RECORDING INFORMATION AND KEEPING RECORDS
Information and records as necessary to comply with the legislation should be kept and made
available for inspection. The information recorded should in itself offer proof that a suitable
fire risk assessment has been carried out. Information should be recorded in respect of:
 The significant findings from the six monthly fire safety risk assessment
 The resulting fire safety measures and action to be taken from the risk assessment (if
any)
 Fire safety arrangements for the effective planning, organization, control, monitoring
and review of the fire safety measures.
The maintenance of accurate records can assist with the provision of fire safety standards, the
review of a fire safety risk assessment and with staff awareness. Maintaining an up-to-date
drawing or plan of the premises will assist in verifying that the fire safety measures that are in
place are appropriate. Features that should be included in the plan are:
 Indication of the essential structural features such as the layout of the premises, escape
routes, doorways, walls, partitions corridors, stairways,…etc. To be placed adjacent to
the door of each classroom for escape purposes.
Records can be kept in either electronic or paper based format and should include all of the
following in the fire register:
 Fire alarm systems, including weekly alarm tests and periodic maintenance
 False alarms of the fire alarm system
 Emergency lighting systems
 Fire extinguishers, hose reels and fire blankets
 Staff instruction and training in fire safety and the evacuation procedure
 Fire drills to be carried out twice per year.
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9. USEFUL CONTACTS

Possible Contacts

Address

Ambulance Services

Contact Details
999 or 112

Ashbourne Primary Care

Unit 12 Killegland Walk,

Centre

Declan Street,

01-6914600

Ashbourne,
Co Meath
Connolly Hospital

Mill Road,

01-6465000

Abbotstown,
Dublin 15
Our Lady of Lourdes Hospital Windmill Road,
Drogheda

041-9837601

Moneymore,
Drogheda,
Co Louth

Ashbourne Garda Station

Frederick Street,

01-8010600

Ashbourne,
Co. Meath
Ashbourne Fire Station

Rath Cross,

01-8352444

Ashbourne,
Co Meath
Gaelscoil Na Mí:

Ashbourne Education

01 – 8353480

Campus,

Contact Fionnuala McCabe
(Acting Principal)

Ashbourne,
Co Meath
Ashbourne ETNS:

Ashbourne Education

01-8357493

Campus,

Contact Lynn Hicks (Acting
Principal)

Ashbourne,
Co Meath
Ashbourne Community

Ashbourne Education

National School

Campus,

Contact Jenny Byrne
(Principal)

Ashbourne,
Co Meath
Donaghmore-Ashbourne

Killegland West,

GAA

Ashbourne,

01-8499140

Co Meath
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Martin O’Brien (CE of

LMETB Administrative

LMETB)

Office,

046-9068200

Abbey Road,
Navan,
Co. Meath
Fiona Kindlon (Director of

LMETB,

Schools, LMETB)

Chapel Street,

042-9334047

Dundalk,
Co Louth
LMETB CI Liaison Person

LMETB Administrative

046-9068200

Office,

Contact Carmel McEvoy (PA
to CE)

Abbey Road,
Navan,
Co. Meath
Vanessa Duffy (NEPS

NEPS,

Psychologist)

Department of Education

041-9876940

and Skills,
Donore Road Industrial
Estate,
Drogheda,
Co Louth
Fr John Nally PP

Parochial House,

01-8350406

Main Street,
Ashbourne,
Co Meath
Bus Eireann (Bus Inspector)

Bus Eireann Regional School

01-8302222

Transport Office,

01-7034996

Area Office,
Broadstone,
Dublin 7
Ashbourne Community

Dublin Road,

01-8353066

School

Deerpark,

Contact Susan Duffy
(Principal)

Ashbourne,
Co Meath
State Examinations

Cornamaddy,

Commission

Athlone,

0906-442700

o Westmeath
St Mary’s NS (Ashbourne)

Race Hill,

01-8351299

Dunreagh,

Contact Paul O’Connor
(Principal)

Ashbourne,
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Co Meath
St Declan’s NS

Gaelscoil Na Cille

Bourne Avenue,

01-8350594

Ashbourne,
Co Meath

Contact
(Principal)

Archerstown,

01-8351600

Cian

Kearins

Ashbourne,
Co Meath
St Patrick’s NS (Ardcath)

Cushenstown NS

St Mary’s NS (Garristown)

Jigsaw Meath

Ardcath,

01-8354043

Garristown,
Co Dublin

Contact
(Principal)

Cushenstown,

01-8354215

Ashbourne,
Co Meath

Contact
(Principal)

Garristown,

01-8354505

Co Dublin

Contact
(Principal)

25 Brews Hill,

046-9071702

Fiona

Daly

Brenda

Wall

Hugh

Daly

Dillonsland,
Navan,
Co Meath
Jigsaw Dublin 15

Blanchardstown Centre,

01-8905810

Blanchardstown,
Dublin 15
HSE Area Offices (Meath)

Community Social Work

046-9097817

Services,
Enterprise Centre,
Navan,
Co. Meath
Community Social Work

046-9078830

Services,
Child and Family Centre,
Navan,
Co. Meath
Community Social Work

01-8024102

Services,
Dunshaughlin Health Care
Unit,
Dunshaughlin,
Co. Meath
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HSE Area Office (Dublin

Health Centre,

01-8164200

North)

Cromcastle,

01-8164244

Coolock,
Dublin 5
HSE Area Offices (Dublin

Social Work Office,

North Central)

22 Mountjoy Square,

01-8772300

Dublin 1
Social Work Office,

01-8467236

Ballymun Health Centre,
Dublin 11
HSE Area Offices (Dublin

Health Centre,

North West)

Wellmount Park,

01-8567704

Finglas,
Dublin 11
Social Work Department,

01-8825000

Rathdown Road,
Dublin 7
HSE Area Offices (Louth)

Social Work Department,

042-9392200

Local Health Care Unit,
Wilton House,
Stapleton Place,
Dundalk,
Co. Louth
Ballsgrove Health Centre,

041-9838574

Ballsgrove,

041-9838163

Drogheda,

041-9870111

Co. Louth
HSE Covid-19 Contact

1850 241850

Number

Miriam Hilliard (Head SENO)

Department of Education

041-9846533

and Skills,
Donore Road Industrial
Estate,
Drogheda,
Co Louth
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David Newton (CDL SENO)

National Council for Special

046-9091362

Education c/o Government
Buildings,
Kilcarn,
Navan,
Co Meath
Tony Walsh (EWO)

Túsla c/o Government

046-9074472

Buildings,

087-9056609

Kilcarn,
Navan,
Co Meath
Department of Education

Marlborough Street,

and Skills

North City,

01-8896400

Dublin 1
Inspire: EAP Consultants

1800 411 057

(Previously
CareCall….Employee
Assistance Scheme for staff)
TUI

73 Orwell Road,

01-4922588

Rathgar,
Dublin 6
Get Fresh LTD (School

Get Fresh (Vending) LTD,

Catering)

Dunwiley,

Billy McGill

Stranorlar,

074-9190294

Co Donegal
10.
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11. CONSULTATION AND COMMUNICATION
Louth and Meath Education and Training Board with Coláiste De Lacy is committed to meeting
their obligations under Section 26 of the Safety, Health and Welfare at Work Act 2005. The
school leadership team will, in so far as reasonably possible, consult with the employees of
Coláiste De Lacy (and students if necessary) in developing measures to ensure the health,
safety and welfare of all.
Furthermore, it is recognised by school leadership that employees and occupants of the
building do have the right to be consulted in a timely manner about any measures, plans,
activities or hazards that may affect their work environment, health, safety and welfare.
All employees and occupants of the premises are welcome to make representations to the
school leadership team outlining any concerns they may have in the area of Health, Safety or
Welfare.
As part of the communication and consultation process, school leadership will:


Provide access to this Fire and Emergency Evacuation Plan and risk assessments
electronically and via hard copy on request and keep these documents updated as
necessary.



Circulate and store (in an accessible electronic library, e.g. One Note Staff Handbook/MS
Teams), Health, Safety and Welfare policies developed locally in the school and nationally
via LMETB including this Fire and Emergency Evacuation Plan



Welcome engagement with the Safety Committee or Safety Rep on any issues identified



Consult with all staff on the effectiveness of Fire Drill each year.

12. MONITORING AND REVIEW
Coláiste De Lacy is familiar with the process of policy review as part of our self-evaluation and
improvement process. The school is committed to the monitoring, review and update of this Fire

and Emergency Evacuation Plan in a similar manner to all Coláiste De Lacy policies that are in place.
The school Fire and Emergency Evacuation Plan will be officially updated and reviewed annually,
however it is acknowledged that it is a live document and an ongoing process.
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Appendix 1: Staff Training
Title of Training

Fire Safety & Fire Warden Training

Date

9th February 2018

Location

Room 1/2/3

Duration

5 hours??

Facilitator/Provider

Safety Solutions, Blanchardstown

List of attendees

Listed in roll call below

Title of Training

Fire Safety Training for Whole Staff

Date

27th January 2020

Duration

1 hourD

Location

Room 39 (Large room in prefabs)

Facilitator/Provider

Safety Solutions, Blanchardstown

List of attendees

Listed in roll call below
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